In what follows, a number of propositions regarding the sphere (<2) will be established and it will be shown that from the properties of (Q) may be derived, as special cases, properties of the polar sphere (H) of the orthocentric tetrahedron (Th).
I. DEFINITION. We associate with the general tetrahedron (T) -ABCD a sphere (Q) whose center is the Monge point M of (T) and the square of whose radius is

(T).
In what follows, a number of propositions regarding the sphere (<2) will be established and it will be shown that from the properties of (Q) may be derived, as special cases, properties of the polar sphere (H) of the orthocentric tetrahedron (Th).
For want of a better name we shall refer to (Q) as the "quasi-polar" sphere of the general tetrahedron (T).
The expression M0 2 -R 2 is the power of the Monge point M of (T) for the sphere (O). THEOREM 
The square of the radius of the quasi-polar sphere of the general tetrahedron is equal to one-third of the power of the Monge point of the tetrahedron f or its circumsphere.
The sphere (Q) is real, a point sphere, or imaginary according as MO is greater than, equal to, or smaller than R. Moreover, we have MO<2R, for the mid-point of MO is the centroid G of (T), and G necessarily lies within the sphere (0).
COROLLARY. In an orthocentric tetrahedron (Th) the Monge point coincides with the orthocenter H, and the above properties of (Q) are valid for the polar sphere (H) of (Th).
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The Monge point M of (T) is a center of similitude of the circum* sphere (0) and the twelve point sphere (L) of (T) 2 hence M is the center of a sphere of antisimilitude of (0) and (L), that is, a sphere with respect to which the spheres (O) and (L) are inverse of one another.
The line of centers LO of the spheres (L), (0) meets (0) in the points whose distances from M are MO -R and MO+R. Again, the line LO meets (L) in two points whose distances from M are ML -R/3 and ML+R/3, for the radius of (L) is equal to R/3. Now the points MO+R, ML -R/3 correspond to each other in the inversion considered (and so do the points MO -R, ML + R/3), hence if x 2 is the constant of inversion, we have
But the constant of inversion is the square of the radius of the sphere of inversion, and the sphere of inversion is coaxial with the two inverse spheres. The power D q of the vertex D of (7") for the sphere (Q) is
and from the triangle DMO we have
Adding to D q the analogous formulas relative to the vertices A, B, C of (T) we obtain Let £, F be the mid-points of the edges DA, BC of (T). The midpoint of the bimedian EF -m a of (T) is the centroid G and therefore we have, from the triangle MEF,
We have two analogous formulas relative to the other two pairs of opposite edges of (T). Adding the three relations we have £ ME 2 = 60G 2 + (ml + ml + m c )/2. Now the expression in the parenthesis is equal to 7 k 2 /4, hence, making use of the formula (b), we have
But, eliminating OG between the formulas (a) and (b) we have from the preceding article,
In an orthocentric tetrahedron the spheres having for diameters the edges of the tetrahedron are orthogonal to the polar sphere.
COROLLARY. The power of the orthocenterfor the six spheres is equal to the square of the radius of the polar sphere.
The powers of the Monge point of (T) for the two spheres having for diameters a pair of opposite edges of (T) are equal.
THEOREM 6. The sum of the powers of the Monge point of a tetrahedron with respect to three spheres having f or diameters three concurrent (or coplanar) edges of the tetrahedron is equal to three times the square of the radius of the quasi-polar sphere.
The centroid G of (T) bisects the segment AA ' joining A to the corresponding vertex A' of the tetrahedron (T') twin to (T), hence A MA 'O is a parallelogram.
Let Ai be the diametric opposite of A on the circumsphere (0) of (T). The quadrilateral MA r A\0 is a parallelogram, for OA\ and MA' are equal and parallel. Hence the diagonal MA\ bisects the diagonal OA', and therefore meets the median A'G of the triangle A f OM in the centroid G a of that triangle. Thus
and G a is therefore the centroid of the face BCD of (T). Moreover The median AG a of (T) subtends a right angle at F, hence the sphere (AG a ) having AG a for diameter is orthogonal to (Q), similarly for the three analogous spheres (5GT>), (CG C ), (DGd) . Thus this theorem follows :
THEOREM 7. The quasi-polar sphere of a tetrahedron is orthogonal to the four spheres having for diameters the four medians of the tetrahedron.
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Since the points A, F are inverse for (Q) (Theorem 7), the polar plane a of A for (Q) is perpendicular to A M at F\ hence the line FG a is the trace of a in the plane A MGO.
THEOREM 8. The polar reciprocal tetrahedron of a given tetrahedron (T) with respect to the quasi-polar sphere of (T) is circumscribed about the medial tetrahedron of (T).
THEOREM 9. The faces of the polar reciprocal tetrahedron of a given tetrahedron (T) with respect to the quasi-polar sphere of (T) cut the spheres having for diameters the corresponding medians of (T) along four circles lying on the same sphere, namely, the twelve point sphere
of(T).
The point G a lies on the twelve point sphere (L) of (T), and the diametric opposite of G a on (L) lies on the line AM', 11 hence the point F also belongs to the sphere (L). Thus the plane a (Theorem 8) cuts the two spheres (AG a ) and (L) along the same circle, and FG a is a diameter of that circle. THEOREM 
The faces of the polar reciprocal tetrahedron of the medial tetrahedron of a given tetrahedron (T) with respect to the quasipolar sphere of (T) cuts the spheres having f or diameters the respective medians of (T) along f our circles lying on the same sphere, namely the circumsphere of (T).
The polar plane of G a with respect to the quasi-polar sphere (Q) passes through A and is perpendicular to MG a , hence the trace K [August of this plane on MG a lies on the sphere (AGa) having for diameter the median AG a of (T).
On the other hand, the line MG a passes through the diametric opposite A\ of A on the circumsphere (0) of (T), hence K lies on (0). Thus the line AK is a common diameter of the two circles along which the polar plane considered cuts the two spheres (AG a ) and (0).
II. DEFINITIONS. We associate with the general tetrahedron (T) the sphere having for center the centroid G of (T) and for the square of its diameter one-third of the sum of the squares of the bimedians of (T). The sphere will be denoted by (G) and referred to as the G-sphere of (T). The sphere (G) is concentric with the three spheres having for diameters the bimedians of (T).
In an orthocentric tetrahedron the bimedians are equal, so that the three spheres having these bimedians for diameters coincide, and the G-sphere coincides with them, in the first twelve point sphere of the orthocentric tetrahedron, the three bimedians being diameters of that sphere. The centroid G is the second center of similitude, besides the point M, of the circumsphere (0) and the twelve point sphere (L) of (T). Now the quasi-polar sphere (Q) being a sphere of antisimilitude of « MPSG, p. 262, §799. (O) and (L) ( §1, Theorem 2), the sphere (G) having G for center and orthogonal to (Q) ( §11, Theorem 1) is the second sphere of antisimilitude of (0) and (L) ; hence (G) is coaxial with these spheres. The sphere (A) having A for center and orthogonal to the sphere (<2) is coaxial with the spheres (G) and {AGa), for the centers of these three spheres are collinear and all three are orthogonal to (Q). Similarly for the vertices B, C, D of (T).
